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INTRODUCTION
ATMM (Audio Technologies for Music and Media) was a trilogy of
international and interdisciplinary conferences (2012, 2013 and 2014) that
focused on the various aspects of audio, audiovisual and music technologies
for music and media, and, also, on the relationship between sound, music
and image in both ‘traditional’ and ‘new’ media.

First of its kind in Turkey in the !ield of audio technologies, ATMM brought
together professionals, academics, practitioners and students, coming from
eleven different countries. In three conferences a total of 79 presentations,
6 workshops, 7 musical performances, 5 panels and 6 product
demonstrations took place.
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ATMM 2014 OPENING CEREMONY AND KEYNOTE

Keynote: Pieter Snapper

ATMM 2014 opened on Wednesday, November 12, at Bilkent University,
Faculty of Art, Design and Architecture, with remarks by Bilkent University Rector
Prof. Dr. Abdullah Atalar, Ufuk Önen and Teoman Pasinlioğlu.
Keynote speech of ATMM 2014, titled Rediscovering Creative Sound Engineering:
a Challenge to Producers, Engineers, Artists, and Educators, was delivered by Pieter
Snapper.

Snapper is the founder of the MIAM studios and co‐founder of Babajim Istanbul
Studios & Mastering, on contemporary opera production techniques. Snapper is a
mastering engineer, producer, and composer of contemporary classical and
electronic music. His works have been played in the U.S., Europe, and Asia. He has
received awards from BMI, ASCAP, UC Berkeley, the Union League Foundation, and
commissions from the Fromm Foundation at Harvard University, Yamaha
Corporation of America, the ensemble Eighth Blackbird (three time Grammy‐
winners), and the Memphis Symphony Orchestra.

ATMM 2014 FEATURED PRESENTATIONS AND EVENTS
Barry Marshall
Strategies for Dealing with the Digital Disrup!ons of
the Recording Industry
[12 November 2014 – 14:30-16:00 Ankara, FFB-022]
13 November 2014 – 15:30-17:30 Ankara
14 November 2014 – 16:00-18:00 Beşiktaş, İstanbul

Tolga Tem
The Art of Film Scoring
[12 November 2014 – 16:30-17:30 Ankara, FFB-022]

Ali Cenk Gedik
Audio Engineering as a Musical Performance: Towards
an Ethnomusicology of Record Produc!on
[13 November 2014 – 10:00-11:00 Ankara, FFB-005]

Cumhur Erkut
Sound and Music Compu!ng: A Nordic Perspec!ve
[13 November 2014 – 11:30-12:30 Ankara, FFB-022]

ATMM 2014

Hall

12-13 November 2014 – Ankara
Tolga Özoğlu (Roland Product Specialist)
Can Tüzün (Roland Türkiye V-Drums Ar!st)
Başar Ünder (Roland Product Specialist)
Gerçek Dorman (Roland Türkiye V-Drums
Ar!st)
Doğaç Ti!z (Roland Türkiye V-Drums Ar!st) Şinasi Celehiroğlu (Demonstrator)

Guitar & synthesizer: searching for new guitar sounds
Using electronic instruments in live performance, recording and mixing: AIRA, VDrums and Handsonic
New direc!ons in music technologies: SuperNATURAL, Analogue Circuit
Behaviour (ACB), Mul! Dimensional Processing (MDP)
Audio-Visual Technologies: Recording technologies and using MIDI in live video
art Performances
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Meet the Authors
Gerçek Dorman
Arda Eden
Cihan Işıkhan

Ufuk Önen
Teoman Pasinlioğlu
Kürşat Pasinlioğlu

(13 November 2014 – 12:30‐13:30 Ankara, FFB‐006)

Book signing hour with the authors Gerçek Dorman, Arda Eden, Cihan Işıkhan,
Ufuk Önen, Teoman Pasinlioğlu and Kürşat Pasinlioğlu

Audio Tech Startup Forum
Beatografi
Cubic.fm
EasyGuitar
KV331
Seshouse
(13 November 2014 – 13:00‐15:00 Ankara, FFB‐022)

Audio Tech Startup Forum with Beatogra!i, Cubic.fm, EasyGuitar, KV331 and
Seshouse.

Current and Future States of the Audio Industry in
Turkey
Ender Balcı
(Flat Müzik ve AudioCommando
Community & Network)
Görkem Çelikbilek (Asimetrik)
Gökhan Deneç (Bahçeşehir University)
Cumhur Erkut (Aalborg University)

Samim Mutluer (SF)
Ufuk Önen (Bilkent University)
Tolga Tolun (SAE Ins!tute)
Çağan Tunalı (Noiseist)
Yılmaz Yeniyol (iPoint)

(14 November 2014 – 13:30‐15:30 Beşiktaş, İstanbul)

Discussion of the current and the future states of the audio industry in Turkey
from different perspectives including studio production, live sound, education,
market and employment.

ATMM 2014 PAPER SESSIONS
SESSION A
•
Sparse Solutions in Audio Inpainting – Mehmet Erdal Özbek (İzmir University
Electronics and Communications Engineering)
•
A Survey Of Pitch Correction Methods – Zeki Hayran, Ali Burak Parım, Mehmet
Saygın Sey!ioğlu (TOBB University of Economics and Technology)

SESSION B
•
You Are a Target Market: Using News Media and Advertising to Create Generative
Sound and Visual Art ‐Alayna Aine Hughes (Berklee College of Music, Valencia)
•
Music and Audio Production for Documentary Films: Over the example of a
Particular Documentary: Yılan Hikayeleri (Serpent Stories) – Cihan Işıkhan (Dokuz Eylül
University)
•
Theatrical Time Through Audio Technology: Steve Reich and Beryl Korot’s Three
Tales – Jason Jedlicka (Indiana University)

SESSION C
•
Community Radio, Industrial Involvement: A Case Study – Patrick Quinn (Glasgow
Caledonian University)
•
Auralization as a Sound Quality Assessment Tool – Konca Şaher (Kadir Has
University), Feridun Öziş (Dokuz Eylül University)
•
Audio Feature Extraction for Exploring Turkish Makam Music – Hasan Sercan Atlı
(Bahçeşehir University), Burak Uyar (Bahçeşehir University), Sertan Şentürk (Universitat
Pompeu Fabra‐Barcelona), Barış Bozkurt (Koç University), Xavier Serra (Universitat
Pompeu Fabra‐Barcelona)

SESSION D
•
Meniere’s Disease and the Making of Discord (Concerto for Meniere’s Disease and
Electroacoustic Orchestra) – Robert Gross (University of North Texas), Kenneth Downey
(Independent Researcher)
•
Creative Use of Synthestration and MIDI Virtual Instruments in a Jazz Recording
and Film Scoring Context – Daniel Walzer (University of Massachusetts‐Lowell)
•
Do‐It‐Yourself Philosophy and Electronic Music Applications – Mustafa Karakaplan,
Arda Eden, Halil İmik (İnönü University)
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SESSION E
•
Establishing a Signal Processing Methodology for Multitrack Mixing Education – C.
Barkın Engin (Bahçeşehir University)
•
The Current Challenges Facing the Sound Designers and Music Composers for Film,
and Modern Work!low Solutions for Today’s Requirements – İlter Kalkancı (MMA –
Modern Music Academy)
•
Indie Games: A Case Study – Massimo Avantaggiato (Conservatorio G. Verdi Milano)

SESSION F
•
“Wallpaper Music” and Sonic Spices: Toward an Aesthetics of Sound Design in In
the Mood for Love – Timmy Chen Chih‐Ting (University of Hong Kong)
•
A Transmedial Approach to the Distribution of Music in Online Environments: The
Hype Machine – Buğu Melis Çağlayan (İstanbul Bilgi University)
•
Messiaen, Composer of ‘Awe’: The Proto‐Spectralist Pursuit of Divine Fear in
Apparition de l’Église éternelle – Miriam Piilonen (Northwestern University)
•
The Secret Theatre Revisited: Eavesdropping with Locative Audio – Pieter
Verstraete (İstanbul Bilgi University Istanbul & University of Exeter)

Crea!ve Use of Synthestra!on and MIDI Virtual Instruments
in a Jazz Recording and Film Scoring Context

walzerd@gmail.com

Abstract
This paper explores the musical and sonic possibilities of scoring a chamber orchestra
piece to an existing jazz trio recording using MIDI virtual instruments commonly found in
digital audio workstations and high‐quality sample libraries. This presentation carefully
examines MIDI orchestration as a creative process in !ilm scoring and music production
in a way that supports the visual narrative. Issues concerning tempo matching, authentic
versus sampled instrumentation, scoring and arranging aesthetics, sonic balance and
realism, manipulation of MIDI data, stereo imaging, performance authenticity and listening
perspectives re!lect compositional approaches towards a clear and balanced soundtrack
where virtual instruments support the jazz recording and !ilm score.

Original Project Background

"Sanctuary" is an instrumental composition for a chord‐less jazz trio consisting of
!lugelhorn, acoustic bass and drums. Originally composed and recorded in 2007, the piece
is re!lective and somber and done as a jazz waltz. The melodic content is angular, with
several notes reaching the upper register of the !lugelhorn's range. The melody is
particularly challenging due to some octave leaps
which evoke an aching sonority. “Sanctuary” is named partly for the uniqueness of the
recording space; an old cathedral in Cincinnati, Ohio ultimately converted into an artist
and studio community.
The cathedral's studio space served as an ideal acoustical and creative environment
with the tracking area measuring 18'x 40' with ceilings nearly 30 feet high at the peak
(Parmenter). Bruce and Jenny Bartlett observe that a proper acoustic setting positively
accentuates the essential characteristics of a transparent jazz recording including cohesive
balance, proper natural reverberation and accurate listener perspective (287). In this
instance, the cathedral was the ideal space to capture an acoustic trio and provided
inspiration for the musicians and engineer involved in the session.
The original "Sanctuary" arrangement featured a 16‐bar vamp on a Dmin7 chord
played by the acoustic bass and drummer with brushes. The trio played through the
melody and chord change sketches after an initial set up and sound check. Recording in a
relaxed yet open space provided ample opportunity for experimentation and last‐minute
creative decisions about solo order, melodic phrasing along with the rhythmic feel and
!low of the piece. The studio's desirable acoustics and spaciousness provided an exciting
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catalyst to fully realize the recorded jazz composition (Eno, "Pro Session: The Studio as a
Compositional Tool"). A !inalized arrangement included the opening vamp followed by the
melody, !lugelhorn solo, then a drum solo played over the form of the song with walking
acoustic bass. The trio recorded "Sanctuary" live in two separate takes without a click
track.

Tracking, Edi!ng and Mixing

The original recordings included many technical and creative decisions concerning
placement of the musicians in the large room to help visibility and optimize signal !low.
The subtle adjustments to microphone and musician placement ensured consistent sonic
and performance quality of the recorded takes. Those meticulous decisions made the post‐
production mixing process fairly straightforward. Tzanetakis, Jones and McNally note
distinct panning decisions of lead instruments of an acoustic jazz ensemble remain fairly
consistent over time (4).

Figure 1 Drums elevated on stage with overheads placed in an ORTF pattern

The strategic placement of the drums on the stage also compensated for the absence of
an extra harmonic instrument. The trio's interactive playing !illed the necessary space.
Spreading the !lugelhorn and bass ten feet apart in a triangular shape reduced bleed
between the instruments (Parmenter). The bass drum, snare and toms had close
microphone placements with the overheads con!igured in an ORTF pattern after some
experimentation.

Figure 2 A closer look at the drums and cathedral recording space.

The recording engineer carefully edited and mixed down “"Sanctuary"” a few weeks
later to a stereo two‐track master. Session edits included subtle pitch correction for a few
of the melodic notes in the !lugelhorn and a few short edits from different sections of the
separate takes to form strong composite solos1.

Revisi!ng and Reworking
While the "Sanctuary" sessions achieved desired results, the stereo master sat idle for
more than !ive years. After completing other ensuing musical projects, a wonderful
opportunity to revisit the song presented itself as a graduate school !inal thesis. After
archiving the "Sanctuary" multi‐track sessions, they were unfortunately lost due to a
computer hard‐drive crash a few years later. The remaining stereo mix from the original
sessions survived garnering inspiration for a newly re‐arranged piece for jazz trio and
chamber orchestra using virtual instruments.
"Sanctuary" provided the musical canvas to sculpt a new robust accompaniment
using virtual instruments in Pro Tools 10. The !inal project consisted of creating an original
MIDI orchestration using techniques developed and re!ined in an Orchestration and
Technology I class at Academy of Art University during the summer of 2013. In the
following paragraphs I describe some potential sonic and musical challenges and outline
some techniques used to create a new hybrid piece using MIDI instruments as a backdrop.
1

"Sanctuary" was originally mixed by Matt Parmenter at the Ice Cream Factory Studio in Cincinnati, OH.
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The Composing Dilemma
To reduce the potential sonic and musical issues at hand with hybrid work!lows, the !irst
compositional plan considered the key differences among sample libraries, acoustic
instruments and recordings. Modern composers face a dilemma writing music that is
playable by real musicians versus optimizing sample libraries to realize full creative
scoring possibilities with technology (Asher, "Composing with Sample Libraries").
Ful!illing the scoring assignment within time and budgetary restraints required the use
of high quality samples rather than hiring instrumentalists. Additionally, using Pro Tools
as the primary digital audio workstation proved helpful in the mixing and future
synchronization to video.
Initial planning of the orchestrations included experimentation of non‐invasive
timbrallayers, mapping the dynamic range of the original "Sanctuary" recording, and genre
appropriateness. The original version of "Sanctuary" is best classi!ied as jazz. The rhythmic
feel of the melody, time pulse and improvisations swing throughout the original recording.
Absolute labels are subjective, however the combination of swinging melodies,
instrumental soloing, counterpoint and orchestral timbres places "Sanctuary" in the
crossover realm of jazz and chamber music (Catalano, "Chamber Jazz"). Ultimately, the
term "hybrid" classi!ies the entire project as a combination of traditional compositional
principles aided by the competent use of technology.

Ini!al Challenges

The !irst stereo mix of "Sanctuary" captured a musical performance in a distinctly open
recording space. New MIDI instrument tracks needed to conform and match the original
recording tempo as closely as possible. The trio's performance was consistent but there
were slight tempo !luctuations throughout. Fortunately, the Elastic Audio and Beat
Detective capabilities found in Pro Tools allow for a relatively consistent tempo analysis
and match through the meticulous creation of bar lines at key phrases in the audio track.
Outlining a stable tempo map required some nudging of each marker, which ensured the
transients were accurately represented without creating unwanted artifacts caused by
time compression and expansion. The use of markers in Pro Tools to outline a detailed
structure proved invaluable when orchestrating parts later along with session notes and
comments.

Arrangement Structure

The "Sanctuary" arrangement is divided into !ive distinct sections including:
A) Bass and Drums Introduction (16 bars, full orchestration)
B) First Melodic Statement (Played twice for a total of 40 bars, melodic counterpoint in
solo violin)
C) Flugelhorn Solo (One chorus, acoustic guitar comping followed by woodwind/string
backgrounds)
D) Drum Solo (One chorus, pizzicato strings followed by woodwind !igures the second
time)
E) Final Melodic Statement (Played twice, counterpoint in brass and low strings, full held
note)

Total Time: 4:53

Orchestrating new ideas required transcribing the original chord changes and
melody to cultivate the most appropriate voicing options. Fortunately, the melody is quite
high and provided enough space to use a variety of standard voicings including closed
position, drop 2, and unison/octave pairings. Arranging decisions considered the absence
of a chordal instrument on the original "Sanctuary" recording along with a close analysis
of the walking bass lines outlining the harmony. Many of the new chord voicings came
from experimentation on an acoustic piano. The original recording provided much
harmonic freedom for the improvisers. Ultimately a more standardized approach proved
useful in when creating arranged parts.
The technical aspects of Pro Tools control and manipulate audio transient
information to match the original recording's major characteristics through non‐
destructive editing. The project emphasized common techniques found in jazz arranging
and orchestration including counterpoint, range, instrument combinations, key signatures,
tempo, and the ability to tell a story through the composite "feel" of the MIDI ensemble.
Aesthetically, a conscious effort identi!ied the chamber orchestrations as supporting
material, which highlighted the beautiful !lugelhorn work of the original recording. As
such, background and ensemble !igures were not overly complicated and counter‐melodies
followed the same compositional approach.
In addition to the speci!ic musical issues at hand, the sonic components of
supporting MIDI orchestrations needed to match and compliment the distinctive acoustics
of the original recording. The original tracks received little delay and reverberation during
the mixing process, except the !lugelhorn at subtle points during the solo sections.

Sampled Instruments vs. Acous!c Tracks
Pro Tools' Xpand!2 provided the sounds for the orchestrations. Xpand!2 is a robust software
instrument that comes when purchasing the digital audio workstation. As a software
synthesizer, it is capable of handling multiple timbres, which may be con!igured and routed
to separate MIDI tracks, or layered for unique textures on a single instrument track. Frank
Cook notes Xpand!2 has an extensive sound library with thousands of individual patches
and presets along with effects and advanced MIDI settings (121).
Matching individual patches in Xpand!2 with the "Sanctuary" session required some
careful planning. From a purely musical perspective, instrument combinations and layers
needed to support the lead !lugelhorn melody that compensated for the absent chordal
accompaniment in the original recording. As a hybrid work, the opportunity existed to
craft and layer distinct combinations of samples not commonly found in a standard
chamber or studio orchestra score.
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Figure 3 Mixed layers including saxophone, accordion and harmonica.

Xpand!2 provides many !lexible options with instrument panning, effects choices and
routing. This helped integrate the layered samples into cohesive sets that !illed the stereo
image of the entire Pro Tools session. Multiple virtual instrument tracks enabled the brass,
strings, and woodwinds to occupy their own separate place within the composite listening
!ield. The original "Sanctuary" recordings had relatively conservative panning treatment,
with primary focus on the drums. The acoustic tracks required no panning automation to
keep the primary focus on instrument and microphone placement. "Sanctuary" received
little alteration when imported into Pro Tools. As the centerpiece of the orchestration, all
creative decisions revolved around supporting the original composition, while creating
subtle changes to the depth of the entire piece.

The Tools and Ini!al Process

Once !inalizing structural details of the recording, initial composing took place on a Mac
Pro running Snow Leopard OS 10.6.8, Pro Tools 10 and an M‐Audio Oxygen keyboard
controller monitoring through Sony MD7506 headphones and various speaker
con!igurations including Tannoy and Genelec for playback.
The Pro Tools session ran at 48/24 using the Mac's internal clock source. The
"Sanctuary" !ile exported at 44.1/24 initially, then imported into the new session to begin
orchestration. Perfectly emulating traditional placements of instruments was not the
original intent of the supporting orchestration. Instrument sections were grouped based
on timbral characteristics and blend within the Xpand!2 platform.
Generally, Xpand!2 was inserted as a plug‐in on a series of instrument tracks.
Creating four sound combinations through individual patches in Xpand!2 proved more
effective when considering the various sections in the chamber orchestra. The patch
combinations were panned separately within the Xpand!2 platform along with editing
reverberation and other effects. Treating the composite sounds as "families" in!luenced
the sequencing decisions positively. Matching sounds by timbral quality inspired more

legato keyboard playing in delicate passages. Lead instrument combinations required a
slightly more aggressive treatment. Recording a melodic counterpoint, then background
pads and !inally solo section !igures made the !irst orchestration pass fairly successful.
Intimate familiarity with the original recording proved helpful along with Pro Tools
markers, session notes and a written transcription of the original chords to outline the
basic arrangement.

Humanizing MIDI

Each major section received some subtle MIDI editing through the Event Operations menu
in Pro Tools. Recording ideas using the M‐Audio controller involved quantization to the
bar lines established through Beat Detective. In some areas, the information needed some
manual adjustment to accurately simulate the tempo !luctuations contained in the
"Sanctuary" master track.
The solo violin track served as a musical counterpoint to the !lugelhorn melody.
This track required some !ine edits to note lengths in the MIDI Editor Window in Pro Tools.
Through careful listening, solo violin note lengths needed to match the !lugelhorn's
phrasing without sounding forced. Even after originally quantizing to the bar line, some
individual MIDI regions were moved to simulate anticipation of the chord changes and
lock in with key accents in the cymbals. Using the drums as a timing center proved helpful
in establishing some compromises in the rhythmic subdivisions. Ultimately this approach
simulated a musical ensemble with slight phrasing differences among a group of players.
Doubling the solo violin track with a mandolin‐like sound effectively smoothed and !illed
out the counterpoint and required little added !ine‐tuning.

Figure 4 Solo violin track supported with harp, banjo and mandolin.
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The solo violin patch in Xpand!2 is ideal for legato passages due to its slower attack and
slight delay. However, the timing needed to swing which required manual adjustment of
individual MIDI regions on a 16th note rhythmic grid in the MIDI Editor Window. The MIDI
velocity changed slightly in each section to match the !lugelhorn. Randomizing the velocity
by 10% also proved helpful to let the solo violin speak in the spaces when the !lugelhorn
does not play. Brass, woodwinds and string pads received similar editing treatments. Those
tracks required less !ine‐tuning but their note lengths had to match each other musically,
particularly on the opening 16‐bar sequence before the melody starts.
During the single‐chorus !lugelhorn solo, an acoustic guitar patch propelled the
harmonic accompaniment. Chord voicings were generally sparse, but the patch !it
acoustically with the ambiance of the original recording. This track needed to sound as
though it was responding to a jazz soloist in the moment. Initial tracking attempts were
more rhythmically complex, but the !inal mix left more space for the !lugelhorn to develop
a lyrical solo. A Fender Rhodes patch doubled the acoustic guitar track one octave lower.
Panning both tracks opposite each other !illed out the space. In the second chorus, a small
woodwind ensemble supports the acoustic guitar and !lugelhorn with a gentle passage
outlining the chord changes.
On the original recording the drums played one solo chorus while the bass player
kept time and responded to accents. To fully support this section of the tune, pizzicato
strings and multi‐layered patches played short accents matching up with the bass drum
and cymbals. This section of the arrangement was the most dif!icult to perfectly
synchronize. The pizzicato sounds outlined the accents without seeming obtrusive. In this
section, randomizing MIDI velocities approximately 25% gave each sound a bit of space
and authenticity. In a real context, the players would likely watch for visual cues from the
drummer or perhaps a conductor. Rather than quantizing the regions to the point of non‐
recognition, musical compromise dictated that edits breathe in a !luid motion with the
original recording. In some cases, moving individual regions slightly ahead and behind the
beat simulated the rhythmic interpretation of classical musicians. In this case, simulating
a live performance re!lected subjective rhythmic interpretation of where the beat center
resides.

Figure 5 Pizzicato layers panned hard right during the drum solo.

Figure 6 Alternate Pizzicato layers panned hard left during the drum solo.

Mixing
After completing the MIDI orchestrations, routing effects via auxiliary sends made session
navigation much easier. Individual tracks received equalization. Some instrument tracks
required careful balancing to support the !lugelhorn's lyrical quality. The muted trumpet,
lower reeds and supporting parts often received a modest boost at 300 Hz to reduce
muddiness. Routing all instrument tracks to an auxiliary compressor with gentle limiting
helped to glue the mix together. This approach saved room for additional processing. Most
of the dynamics processing occurred during the initial keyboard performances along with
optimizing the MIDI data to support the original recording. With effective MIDI controls
and careful gain staging, aggressive dynamics processing proved ineffective.
Listening to the original jazz recording and MIDI orchestrations in solo mode
served a useful purpose in drawing a complete sonic picture of the combined elements.
While headphones revealed subtle nuances in the arrangement, playing back the !inished
session on multiple sound sources helped to address equalization and balance issues for
later revision.
In keeping with genre appropriateness, sending all the Xpand!2 tracks to a common
reverb effect accurately mirrored the original recording. Roey Izhaki observes that jazz
listeners generally expect to hear a natural reverberation that accurately represents the
original recorded performance (402).
The individual settings in Xpand!2 controlled reverberation for the majority of the MIDI
orchestrations. Sending the instrument tracks to a composite reverb simply created a
tasteful sense of space without distracting the listener from the original audio tracks.
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Figure 7 Instrument tracks bussed to a common reverb plug‐in.

The "Sanctuary" composite session received conservative dynamics processing and
ambiance treatment. Panning decisions were open, and slightly more experimental.
"Sanctuary" is a jazz piece. And while the focus remained to accurately represent the
original recording, the MIDI instruments received additional stereo width enhancement
to accentuate a re!lective mood the piece inspires. Roey Izahaki explains the creative use
of panorama can inspire distinct moods within recorded music (67). Panning the
individual patches within Xpand!2 combined with careful panning of individual tracks
supported the recorded performance. Routing all instrument tracks to the stereo width
enhancer plug‐in not only supported the original recording, but also gave the composite
MIDI orchestration a distinctive place within the mix without distracting the listener.
The !inal mix preparations included placing Maxim on the stereo master fader to
optimize the output levels. Set with a fairly high threshold, the processor brought the !inal
mix to an appropriate and comfortable listening volume. Testing the !inal mix on several
monitoring systems dictated the need for basic mastering of the track. The !inal output
left plenty of headroom with peak levels not exceeding ‐2 db. Maxim is versatile in its
application and includes dithering before bouncing down the !inal session. Subtle
adjustments to fader levels improved the quality of the !inal mix and proper digital gain
staging removed any risk for peaks or distortion of the output signal.

Film Use

The !inished composite mix served a wonderful purpose as the opening underscore for a
short documentary !ilm about the Harlem Renaissance painter Aaron Douglas. As part of
a !inal graduate thesis project, the documentary included original music, sound design,
interviews with artists familiar with Douglas' creative output and scripted voice over
narration.
The Aaron Douglas tribute focused primarily on his strong connections to Nashville,
Fisk University and recent traveling exhibitions paying homage to his diverse paintings.
Amy Kirschke notes little existing creative scholarship regarding the powerful impact of
Aaron Douglas' in!luence during the Harlem Renaissance and beyond (xiii).

"Sanctuary", as a fully realized hybrid piece, supported the opening credits through
appropriate pacing, meter and sonic choice. Approximately 90 seconds of the original track
underscored the !irst series of images. The openness and moodiness of "Sanctuary"
foreshadowed the multifaceted themes featured in Douglas' paintings. Most importantly,
"Sanctuary" provided the pace in which the video edits transitioned from one sequence
to another. The relaxed swing feel of the original recording directly in!luenced a gradual
transition through the opening sequence, refraining from jump cuts and abrupt transitions.
The pace of the opening sequence closely matched the overall musical tempo of
"Sanctuary".
MIDI optimization techniques re!ined during the "Sanctuary" orchestration
sessions were fully realized throughout the rest of the Douglas !ilm project. Several of the
!ilm's scores utilized a combination of acoustic instruments and software‐based
production methods. These methods include randomizing note velocities, use of multi‐
layered patches, creative routing options, and automating MIDI and audio parameters
during the !inal mix. While the vast majority of the sounds in the documentary came from
sample libraries, they tastefully support the visual image while providing a reasonable
sense of performance authenticity. These optimization techniques transition effectively to
other sample libraries and digital audio workstations. Budgetary restrictions limited the
scoring to mostly virtual instruments. While challenging, manipulating the MIDI data
proved effective to create the musical elements in the !ilm.
Pro Tools served as the primary mixing platform for the sound design, effects,
narration and music in the Douglas tribute. The "Sanctuary" underscore received little
post‐production treatment. The track starts the documentary with no additional dialog
or sound design elements. Intentionally placing "Sanctuary" at the very beginning
established a re!lective yet atmospheric mood for the rest of the underscore. Production
engineers mixed and locked all effects, music, and narration to picture in March 20142.

Future Considera!ons

Orchestrating new parts to an existing audio recording presents a number of musical,
technical and aesthetic challenges. Through careful and meticulous session organization,
musical sensitivity, and thoughtful experimentation, it is possible to blend live audio
recordings with virtual instruments. There is a danger in over‐scoring a piece simply
because the technology exists. Just as traditional arrangers, orchestrators and composers
develop ideas through analysis and re!inement, virtual instruments should be considered
one of many tools available to fully realize a new score. No single digital audio workstation,
software instrument or sample library provides every sound a composer might need.
However, most platforms utilize a set of common tools for adjusting velocity, panorama,
mix automation, !ilters, quantization and synthesizer optimization. When creatively used,
these tools can enhance existing recordings in multiple genres.
Successful implementation of MIDI virtual instruments requires a practical focus
on the audio mix, sonic realism and composer's intention. "Sanctuary" received
conservative treatment due to its subtle and open jazz feel. Adjusting MIDI performance
information does not replace real players on real instruments. New media composers
optimizing MIDI parameters should thoughtfully reference classic recordings in the style
they choose to emulate through virtual orchestration and arranging. Underscoring visual
formats may consider a variety of individual and blended approaches that emphasize
shared musical ideas, which tastefully compliment each other and entice the listener. As
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sample libraries continually improve in sonic quality and cost effectiveness, they present
exciting possibilities in future compositional projects.
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